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Миленький С М , , Хошек И. , Летков С Т . Е2-80-3 73 
Об осцилляциях нейтрино 
с дираковскими и майорановскими массами 

Обсуждаются осцилляции нейтрино как в случае дираков-
ских, так и в случае майорановских масс. Показано, что ни
какие опыты по изучению осцилляции нейтрино, включая опыты 
по изучению эффектов СР-нарушения, не могут позволить от
личить эти две возможности. Рассмотрены осцилляции нейтри
но также в случае, если в лагранжиане содержатся дираков-
ский и майорановский массовые члены одновременно. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Bilenky S.M., Hosek J., Petcov S.T. E2-80-373 
On Oscillations of Neutrinos 
with Dirac and Majorana Masses 

Pontecorvo neutrino oscillations are discussed assum
ing both Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass terms. It is 
proved that none of possible experiments on neutrino os
cillations, including those on effects of CP-violation, 
can distinguish between these two possibilities. Neutrino 
oscillations with concomitant Dirac and Majorana mass 
terms are also considered. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laborato
ry of Theoretical Physics, OINR. 
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1. The possibility of oscillations in neutrino beams was 
considered first by Pontecorvo/,l/ . The first phenomenological 
theory of neutrino oscillations was constructed by Gribov and 
Pontecorvo / B /. Quite recently, the interest in neutrino oscil
lations remarkably increased due to the progress in grand 
unified theories. In these theories the leptonic charge is not 
conserved and neutrinos do have finite masses in most of the 
schemes / s / . 

The neutrino oscillations become possible provided: (i) The 
neutrino masses are non-zero and different from each other; 
(ii) The neutrino fields enter into the charged current in the 
mixed form. It should be mentioned that the presently avail
able experimental data are entirely compatible with the as
sumption that neutrinos have either Dirac or Majorana mas-
s e s / 4 - 5 / . 

Oscillations of two types of neutrons with Majorana masses 
were elaborated in ref / г / . The work is based on the two-com
ponent neutrino theory. The scheme is maximally economical: 
to four particles "e , ve , v„ , and V there correspond four 
spin states of two Majorana neutrons. Oscillations of neutrons 
with Dirac masses were considered in refs./*>7 / , These papers 
are tightly connected with the electroweak gauge theories and 
are based on an analogy between leptons and quarks. Finally, 
in grand unified theories, depending on the scheme considered 
and on the choice of admissible Higg3 representations, Dirac 
and Majorana neutrino mass terms can emerge. 

If it turns out that the neutrino masses are really diffe
rent from zeio and that the lepton mixing takes place , the 
question will naturally arise about the type of neutrino mas
ses. Obviously, in the case of Majorana masses and of mixing, 
there is no lepton charge. Consequently, the processes like 
neutrinoless double /9-decay, K+-» n~+fi++ e + decay, etc., 
which are forbidden in theories with Dirac neutrinos, become 
possible. However, the existing limits on the neutrino masses 
impose stringent constraints on the probabilities of these 
processes, which turn out to be / e /' by many orders of magnitude 

*Possible indications of neutrino oscillations were obtained 
recently in the beam dump experiments in CERN / 5 / and in the 
experiments with the reactor antineutrinos / 8 /. 
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smaller than the existing experimental upper bounds (for 
double 0-decay, e.g., by 4-5 orders below the upper found 
m / 1 0 / ) . 

The oscillations of neutrinos are a subtle interference ef
fect. Are the experiments on neutrino oscillations able to 
clarify the type of neutrino masses? In this note we shall 
consider neutrino oscillations from this point of view. No 
model assumptions will be made on values of neutrino masses, 
leptonic mixing angles and CP-violating phases. 

2. In SU(2) xU(l) theory of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam 
the leptonic charged current is given by 

l=ep,r,.. И- а Ъ 

We will assume that the neutrino masses are different from 
zero. For neutrinos with Dirac masses 

n 

where U is the unitary mixing matrix, vj is the field 
operator of the four-component neutrino with the mass mi , the 
mass term being 

£ lM =-f «Vimf (3) 

Note that the expressions (2) and (3) emerge naturally in 
gauge theories with the Higgs mechanism as a result of diago-
nalization (with the help of bi-unitary transformation) of 
the Lagrangian 

* M — s "V. И...".- " 2 'I N f „ « „ + h.e. ( 4 ) M VJL l'b t'lt* V l b"t'l R 

Йеге М and N are arbitrary complex matrices. For neutrinos 
with Majorana masses 

"ft. " f "ft *iL ' (5) 
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where Xi - cXi 1» the field operator of Majorana neutrino with 
the mass mi ( С is the charge conjugation matrix; С у J C ~ — ya , 
С т — С ) and U is the unitary mixing matrix. The correspond
ing mass term 

£ M — f Si*,"», • (6) 

Eqs.(5) and (6) can be obtained by a proper diagonallzatlon of 
the Lagrangian* 

£„- 2 v., с" м,„ Vf, - гг\ п.„ in + h.c (7) 
t'l " t'l t h It ft. ft L VI R 

Notice that the паев terms of the type (7) emerge naturally in 
grand unified theories/8/. 

3. Let us proceed now to the discussion of the oscillations 
in neutrino beams. For the state vector of the neutrino aM 
antineutrino it follows from egs.(2) and (5) respectively 

Obviously, the matrix M has to be symmetric due to Pauli 
principle. In such a case we have/11' 

M - V T m V , 
where m is a real diagonal matrix ( ш 1 > 0 , ш , ^ ш к ) , V is an 
unitary matrix. Thus 

* ft-в l 

2 ( " l L ) "|ь"1 + Ь Л-"-^1 Х1 И1-

where " I L - S V l f v f L and x, -^ I L + (",L ) m v

l h ^ v°n
 l s «»e 

field operator of Majorana neutrino. 
** He consider simultaneously the oscillations with Dirac and 
with Majorana masses. In both cases we will call neutrino 
(antineutrino) that particle which is emitted in the usual 
weak interaction together with t\t~ ) . 
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(8) 
'[ > • H ( | | i,R> . 

Here |v£ > is the state vector of the neutrino with momentum 
P and negative helicity, \^(> is the state vector of anti-
neutrino with momentum p* and positive helicity, | i,L> and 
|i,R> are the corresponding state vectors of neutrino with 
the mass m t (|p|»mj). 

If at the moment t = О the neutrino beam was described by 
the vector \vf>(\P^>) then for the state vector of the beam 
at•the time t we get 

i ~ 1 Ei t 

i.l' 
(9) 

,* -iE,t 
- ^ "« ' Д , XV;l 6 | ? Г >' (10) 

respectively. Here 
X t - , | - D r , % ' ( 1 1 ) 

with the property 

X 1 = X 1 * . (12) 
I'd 1-.V 

The corresponding probabilities are given by 

, , „ i k* -1(E,-Ek)t 

i* v -KE, - E v )t 
(13) 
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With the help of eq.(12) we get the relation 

P CO- P (t). ( M , 

Clearly it is the consequence of the CPT-invariance. Provided 
the leptonic weak interaction is C?- and therefore T-invari-
ant*, the following relation holds true: 

X 1 * -xj - X 1 . (15) 
fit I'll t-.V 

In such a case from the eqs.(13) i t follows 

( 0 - P - . „ ft) (16) V iVl V 
and 

P (t)-P 
•v w p_ _ (t) .p_ - (t). M , . 

vvxvt v t , v r (17) 

The relation (16) was obtained in ref. / 7 /. The check of the 
validity of the relation (16) for t'+ t is a test of CP-in-
variance of leptonic weak interaction (for I'ml the rela
tion (16) is satisfied due to CPT). 

Let us rewrite eqs.(13) in the form 

(18) 

Here r is the distance between the source and the detector of 
the neutrinos, f l k - (m^-mp/lm^-m* | , 

Ь ц - 4 " , P ,•• (19) 

*The question of CP-"lolation in neutrino oscillations was 
diacusaed firat by cabiobo / 7 /. 
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is the oscillation length, 
f-Л =ф1';1_ф1';1 

where <p, = argXj'.j? 
If as a result of averaging (over the neutrino spectrum, 

over the neutrino production region, etc.) the г - and p-
dependent terms in eq.(18) vanish, the averaged probabilities 
become 

<P > - 2 |X | 2, 
V 

<P_ _ > = 2 IX 1 

(21) 

V i t-A 

Therefore the averaged probabilities satisfy the conditions 
(16) and (17) even if the CP-invariance is violated. Thus 
checking of CP lnvariance of leptinic weak interactions re
quires performance of extremely difficult experiments, capable 
to yield the cosine dependence in oscillation probabilities. 

4. Now we turn to the comparison of oscillations of neut
rinos with Dirac versus with Majorana masses. Clearly the uni
tary mixing matrices U differ in these two cases only in num
ber of CP-violating phases. Namely, for N neutrino species, 
the number of these is (N-l)(N-2)/2 in the former case while 
N(N-l)/2 in the latter one (the Majorana fields are unable to 
absorb phases). However, this effect cannot be observed in any 
experiment searching for CP-violation in neutrino oscillati
ons. Indeed, instead of the mixing matrix U let us introduce 
the matrix 

U'=S*(«z)US(/3), { 2 2 ) 

where S £'£ (a)~5^£ e L , Sjk(/3)=Slk e , a t and 0 k are 
arbitrary real parameters. It is easy to see that the oscil
lation probabilities (13) are invariant with respect to the 
transformation (22). This invariance implies that the number 
of CP-violating phases in the case of oscillations of neut
rinos with Dirac or Majorana masses is always the same and it 
is equal to (N-l)(N-2)/2. 
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5. Assume now t h a t both Dirac and Majorana mass terms 
toge ther are present in the Lagrangian *. In t h e most genera l 
case o f M neutr ino t y p e s t h e y take the form 

*Ы "<Ъ° " . " L + ' R V L * Ъ V L + W ' L + Ь - С Л - (23) 

where 

= Ci7 = \ vl \ and M, ( 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 ) 

are N x N complex m a t r i c e s , Mi and Mg be ing symmetrical . The 
e x p r e s s i o n (23) can be w r i t t e n as 

*M = ~ 5 R M a

R

 + h - ° - (24) 

where n = I J and , > 
И щ MI\ 

\Щ м2/ 
is 2N x 2N symmetric matrix. The analogous treatment as in the 
case of Majorana masses alone leads to 

* J — X m x . (25) 

where 

X = V n L + (Vn L) . (26) 

m is real diagonal 2N x 2N matrix (m, >0,ш1 ̂  mk),V is the 
unitary matrix. Thus as a result of diagonalization of the 
Lagrangian (23) we came to the mass term of 2N Majorana neut
rinos which differ from each other only in masses. Including 
the effect of diagonalization of the leptonic mass matrix we 
get 

Here we generalize the paper for the case of possible 
CP-violation. 
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" f t . - £ 
i - 1 

Uft * 1 L 

о ен 
£ 

l - l °f. * 1 L 

(27) 

(28) 

Here D is a 2N x 2N unitary mixing matrix. The N-component 
column y ^ h is understood to enter into the usual charge lep-
tonic current (1). 

Let us consider briefly the oscillations of neutrinos in 
the scheme with 2N Majorana neutrinos. If at the moment t - о 
the neutrino beam has described by the vector \va,> < then at 
the moment t we have 

2M -iE,t *i» -JE, » 

M ^ C L > * s t n e state vector of the left-handed antineutrino). 
The present case differs from those considered above in seve
ral aspects, (i) Together with i>ib -»>'|'.[) ( •'fti~* **£'и ' t n e 

oscillations «'fj,-» *t'L "' ^In^^fji ^ become possible. In prin
ciple these oscillations can be observed provided the right-
handed currents are present in the Interaction Lagrangian. The 
available data, however, testify, that the interaction with 
right-handed currents, even if it exists, is severely suppres
sed /13,H/. (it) oscillation probaMlites P (r) and 

p (r) depend upon 2N(2H-1) parameters (N(2N-1) mix-
V R '"ER 

ing angles, (N-l)(2N-1) phases and 2N-1 differences of neut
rino masses squared). Detailed experiments on neutrino oscil
lations, in particular the Fourier analysis of the dependence 
of oscillation probabilities on neutrino energy and/or on the 
distance i could in principle allow one to get information 
about the number of massive neutrinos, (ill) It follows from 
the unitarlty of the matrix U that 

2 < p

v -v > + 2 < P _ >-l. /,ni 
v Wu v VL'"«L

 ( 3 O ) 

The measurement of probabilities < P p > for V = e ,j»,r,.„ 
and t held fixed might give the possibility of obtaining in
formation about the presence (or absence) of the second term 
in eq.(30). 
t 



In conclusion we express our deep gratitude to B.M.Ponte
corvo for useful discussions of the guestions considered here. 
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